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Abstract  The perovskite-like structure compound Ca0.85- 

CuO2 has interesting structural properties: it has infinite 
one-dimensional edge-sharing copper-oxygen chains as well 
as partial occupancy of the Ca sites resulting in an incom-
mensurate superstructure. In situ high-pressure energy dis-
persive X-ray diffraction measurements on polycrystalline 
powder Ca0.85CuO2 have been performed by using diamond 
anvil cell (DAC) instrument with synchrotron radiation. The 
results for the first time show that edge-sharing copper oxide 
Ca0.85CuO2 undergoes a structural transition at 14.5GPa, 
and furthermore the structural transition is reversible. 
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In high-temperature copper-oxide superconductors 
(HTSC), the most common non-copper metal elements are 
alkali-earth metal elements (A): Ca, Sr and Ba. In order to 
seek new high-temperature superconductors with simple 
structures and to understand the fundamental structural 
properties of the copper-oxide superconductors, the study 
on the A-Cu-O seems especially important[1]. 

In Ca-Cu-O system, there are two kinds of infinite 
1-D copper-oxygen chains made from [CuO4] squares: 
one is a corner-sharing chain as in Ca2CuO3; the other is 
an edge-sharing chain as in Ca0.85CuO2 which are studied 
in present work. The different copper-oxygen chains result 
in the different magnitudes in the Cu-O-Cu superexchange 
interaction. The different superexchange interaction 
causes different kinds of magnetic phenomena [2]. Even to 
the similar edge-sharing chain compounds, their properties 
are sensitive to the Cu-O-Cu angle θ. The nearest Cu-Cu 
interaction J1 changes from the anti-ferromagnetism (AFM) 
to ferromagnetism (FM) when the angle θ is closer from 
180� to 90�. For example, the nearest interaction J1 is 
AFM for CuGeO3 (θ =99�), while it is FM for Li2CuO2 (θ 
=94�) and La8Ca6Cu24O41 (θ =91�)[3]. 

1-D copper-oxygen chains are widely regarded as a 
key to understand the mechanism of superconductivity of 
the CuO2 planes. It has been earlier known that supercon-
ductivity of high-Tc copper-oxide superconductors takes 
place on the [CuO2] planes. While not long time ago, new 
superconductivity was found in the [Cu2O3] ladder mate-
rial under 3�3.5 GPa[4] and in the [CuO] double-chain 
material[5], suggesting that there is a rich mine of physics 
on the way from two-dimensional to one-dimensional 
systems.  

In the 1990s, Siegrist et al. firstly found Ca1-xCuO2, 
that is, Ca0.85CuO2. In fact, it is a low-temperature phase 
and is structurally related to the NaCuO2-type. It has an 
orthorhombic substructure with lattice parameters a0= 
0.2807 nm, b0=0.6351 nm, c0=1.0597 nm. The cop-
per-oxygen chains are formed from edge-sharing [CuO4] 
squares (Fig. 1). Unlike NaCuO2, the vacancies of Ca at-
oms in Ca1�xCuO2 result in the promotion of the chemical 
valence of the Cu, which makes a great impact on the 
electrical and magnetic properties of material. Later, it is 
found that x is about 0.15 for ambient pressure sam-   
ple[7�9].  

 

 
 
Fig. 1.  A schematic representation of the crystal structure of 
Ca0.85CuO2. 
 

High-pressure technology has been a powerful tool 
that is widely used in superconductivity research. High- 
pressure synthesis paves a very important route approach-
ing HTSC and the related compounds. For example, the 
Cu-homologous series HTSC are synthesized under high 
pressure[10]. What’s more, high pressure has a great impact 
on superconducting transition temperature. The highest 
record of Tc was obtained in HgBa2Ca2Cu3O8 under high 
pressure[11], and the spin ladder material only shows su-
perconductivity when suitable pressure is applied[4]. The 
vacancies of the Ca atoms in Ca0.85CuO2 will probably 
increase relative structural instability and cause structural 
change under high pressure. If this really happens, the 
bond angle θ of copper-oxygen chains and the related 
properties of Ca0.85CuO2 should change simultaneously. 
Singh[12] suggested that the infinite-layer [CaCuO2] struc-
ture, which is the most important to HTSC, might appear 
when Ca0.85CuO2 is applied under sufficient pressure. The 
advanced research on Ca0.85CuO2 with high-pressure tech-
nique should help to not only understand the complicate 
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properties of the copper-oxygen chain in Ca0.85CuO2, but 
also seek the mechanism of high-temperature supercon-
ductivity and the new HTSC. 

We have studied on the stability of Ca0.85CuO2 under 
high temperature and high pressure, and found that it is 
relatively stable between the range 890��1130� and 
3.5�5 GPa[13]. In this work, the structural properties of 
Ca0.85CuO2 under high pressure are studied by using in 
situ high pressure energy dispersive X-ray diffraction 
experiment. 

1  Experiment 

The samples of Ca1–xCuO2 were prepared by the 
standard solid-state reaction method. The high-pure oxides 
CaO and CuO powders were pre-treated at 950� for 10 h, 
weighed and mixed in the desired proportions 0.85�1. 
Then they were ground in agate mortar for 0.5�1 h, and 
pressed into pellets. The samples wrapped in Ag foil were 
calcined in low oxygen pressure atmosphere (about 10 
bars) at 750� for 24 h followed by a furnace quench. Fig. 
2 shows the powder X-ray diffraction pattern (XRD), in-
dicating that the sample is of a single-phase orthorhombic 
structure of Ca0.85CuO2. The four peaks marked by “*” 
originate from incommensurate ordering of the Ca2+ 
cations in the Ca channels. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. The profile of XRD for Ca0.85CuO2 (the peaks marked by “*” 
originate from modulating peaks of the incommensurate superstructure 
of the sample). 

 
The in situ high pressure energy dispersive X-ray 

diffraction experiment on Ca0.85CuO2 was carried out at 
room temperature in a diamond anvil cell (DAC) using the 
white-radiation light from the synchrotron radiation gen-
erator at the Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory 
(BSRL). The size of the X-ray spot was 120 µm�120 µm. 
The culet of the DAC was 500 µm. The powder of the 
sample was loaded, with the Pt powder as an inner pres-
sure standard, into a 500 µm hole in a T301 stainless steel 
gasket. The internal pressure of the DAC was calculated 

according to the equation of state of Pt. In our experiments, 
the relation of energy and channel was E=0.48611+ 
0.00802 � chn. According to the formula 

0.619925
sin ,

[ (nm) (keV)]d E
θ =

×
 we got the value of θ=8�. 

2  Results and discussion 

The spectra of energy dispersive X-ray diffraction of 
the Ca0.85CuO2 sample under various pressures at room 
temperature are shown in Fig. 3. The two peaks of Pt were 
shown in the ambient pressure spectra, and we choose the 
stronger peak (111) of Pt to calculate the pressures applied 
on the sample. Besides the five strongest peaks of the 
sample (020) (022) (004) (111) (113), three of the four 
peaks that marked with “*” can also be observed and the 
undetected one overlaps with the Pt (111). From the spec-
tra we can find that the structure of Ca0.85CuO2 remains 
stable up to 14.5GPa, and all diffraction peaks shift to-
ward higher value except the three peaks originating from 
the incommensurate ordering of Ca, which becomes faint 
under high pressure, meaning that high pressure brings 
ruin to the incommensurate structure. The shift of (020) is 
the most obvious, and (022) moves faster than (004), so it 
catches up and overlaps with (004) at 3.37 GPa, suggest-
ing that b-axis is relatively easier to be compressed com-
paring with c-axis. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Spectra of energy dispersive X-ray diffraction of Ca0.85CuO2 un-
der different pressures. 
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We have analyzed the data of volume compressibility 
versus pressure for Ca0.85CuO2. Assuming the first order 
derivative as B0'=4, we obtain the bulk modulus B0 =176.8
�20.2 GPa. This value is comparable to that of ceramic 
copper oxides. 

The main peak (022) splits into two peaks at pressure 
14.5 GPa. From the strength, position and the later evolu-
tion, we think that there is a new diffraction peak on the 
low-energy site of (022). At the same time, the two peaks 
(111) and (113) abnormally shift a little toward the lower 
value, while the peak (020) continues moving to the 
higher value. The motions of diffraction peaks seem di-
verse at this pressure point�indicating a structural transi-
tion. When higher pressure is applied, all peaks normally 
continue to move toward higher values under higher pres-
sure, and the new phase becomes dominant. In order to 
explain this phenomenon, we suggest that at 14.5 GPa, 
Ca0.85CuO2 changes into a high-pressure phase, whose 
lattice parameter “c” abnormally extends a little, causing 
the abnormal motions of (022)(111)(113) peaks. 
When the pressure returns to ambient, almost all of the 
peaks come back to original sites. There is no sign of the 
high-pressure phase being quenched and it means that this 
pressure-induced transition is reversible. We did not see 
any trace of the infinite-layer [CaCuO2] structure in the 
whole pressure range 0�34 GPa. 

The recently joint high-pressure studies on cor-
ner-sharing copper-oxygen chain compound Ca2CuO3 
showed that its structure was quite stable up to 34 GPa[14]. 
So the difference of structural properties of Ca2CuO3 and 
Ca0.85CuO2 under high pressure is obvious. Yet there is not 
enough evidence to decide whether the different cop-
per-oxygen chains or the vacancies in Ca sites of 
Ca0.85CuO2 cause this difference. But we speculate that the 
structural transition under high pressure will probably 
reduce the angle θ, inducing the change from AFM to FM 
in the copper-oxygen chains, and in turn causing the great 
changes of its electrical and magnetic properties. So more 
advanced research into the Ca0.85CuO2 will help to under-
stand the properties of the 1-D copper-oxygen chain 
compounds and the fundamental pictures of HSTC. 

3  Conclusion 

In summary, through in situ high-pressure synchro-
tron radiation measurements we have found that the 
edge-sharing copper-oxygen chain compound Ca0.85CuO2 
is stable up to 14.5 GPa. According to the Birch-Murna- 
ghan equation of state, assuming 0B′ =4, the bulk modulus 

B0=176.8�20.2 GPa has been obtained. At higher pres-

sure, Ca0.85CuO2 experiences a structural transition. This 
transition is reversible, and ambient phase of Ca0.85CuO2 
will appear again when the applied pressure is removed. 
The results are calling for the further study on the corre-
sponding electrical and magnetic properties under high 
pressure, which will be conductive to understand the 
physical properties of the 1-D copper-oxygen chain com-
pounds and the fundamental physical pictures of HTSC. 
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